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Lockdowns won’t stop the virus but it does stop Life, Business and Freedoms. At some point though, people will have to
face the fact that pandemics, plagues and viruses are now part of our future.
Vaccines (let alone their controversial content) will not keep pace with the speed of mutations and the deadly
development of more contagious plagues that are already evolving as we speak.
The South African, UK and Brazillian variants of Covid-19 are the latest mutation efforts of the virus as it moves rapidly
from being communicable through contact to where it will eventually evolve into a deadly ‘airborne variant’. Even now the
lessor variants are killing multiple millions during this recent outbreak.
Many aren’t aware, but there was a similar pandemic in our history, preceded by smaller plagues, that evolved into a
mutated variant.....not too dissimilar to what we are currently experiencing. It brought about a similar level of human
devastation as to what we are currently witnessing, that ultimately mutated into an airborne outbreak, taking millions of
lives in one night. (Exodus 12). This is referred to as ‘the pestilence that walks in darkness’ (Psalm 91:6).
The pressures from political powers that are currently placed on medical science to create vaccines, is unrealistic and
near impossible and may cause questionable moral issues to eventuate...including experiments on lower socioeconomic communities, on the vulnerable, elderly, sick and certain minorities and races. Even now Māori leaders and the
Māori Party are calling for Māori to receive the vaccines first.
So are vaccines the silver bullet the public are resting all their hope in? Well, let’s take a lesson from history with the
Egyptian outbreak. With the pace of the variant mutations increasing it means that vaccines will not be a reliable solution
to the long-term effects of pandemic outbreaks. In the Egyptian outbreak, the experts of the day had answers for the
previous plagues, but as the plagues rapidly mutated and finally reached airborne levels, there was no hope for vaccines
or any cure.
As in Egyptian times, much of what we are presently seeing is also outside the control of medical science, Virologists,
United Nations, Politicians and any amount of money spent on a cure!
The irony of the Egyptian outbreak and as serious as that pandemic was, right in the middle of the chaos, one of the
greatest medical miracles of all time took place (don’t forget this story is factual and true). There was a substantial
community of people (millions) who were protected by unusual means. They did not contract any signs of the previous
build-up & smaller plagues or the horrors of the eventual airborne pandemic. This truly is a remarkable event and worthy
of considerable research and reading by anyone looking for an alternative hope (that is substantiated by facts), outside of
risky rushed vaccines, social distancing, quarantines/lockdowns or masks. If this occurred once already in history, why
wouldn’t it happen again?

Yet, there is an option that allows you and your family to have a chance in the face of this fear and pandemics, and it has
already been proven. This community was protected by what I call the “PS-91 Policy”, as all others around them at the
time were devastated by these plagues. The “PS-91 Policy” could also be known as “The Secret Place Protection Plan.” I
boldly declared this PS-91 policy over our Destiny Church movement, New Zealand and Australia, back in March 2020 at
the beginning of this outbreak. Since then we’ve had a large number of our people involved in testing stations throughout
New Zealand, we have thousands of members across the movement, and not one person has contracted the virus.
Let’s learn again from history how that certain community of people avoided any form of contraction of the plagues or
pandemic. Simple...they believed in the PS-91 Policy, which is the abbreviation for “Psalm 91”. There are two major
requirements of Psalm 91 that they kept, and that we need to keep in order to be under the protection of this
supernatural power. The Secret Place as referred to in verse 1 of Psalm 91 is revealing of two powerful requirements:
1.

In the middle of the pandemic outbreak, these people were protected by being connected together by a common
identifiable community. They connected together by being in a certain place historically known as Goshen.
Genesis 45:10 “You shall dwell in the land of Goshen, and you shall be near to me, you and your children, your
children’s children...........There I will provide for you, lest you and your household, and all that you have, come to
poverty; for there are still five years of famine (plagues/pandemics).”
They were protected by connection, so the pandemic could not touch them. Goshen was a community of people
who clearly identified with and where connected to God. This community of people in Goshen lived amongst
others but remained untouched. How did this group of people survive it? They believed in Psalm 91! They
survived one of the worst pandemics of all time.

2.

Psalm 91:1 also refers to the second part of the Secret Place that has a deeply spiritual meaning in contrast to
the above point (an identity to a physical community). This reveals how God was given the deepest part of an
individual’s life, which was their spirit, where Christ would live Himself – the Secret Place. When this is achieved,
people gain access to The Blood of Christ. No other religions or gods qualify in this. This Blood of Jesus at His
death and His powerful resurrection from the dead, is available to those who are in Christ.
So the community of Goshen symbolically applied The Blood over the doors of their house, protecting them from
all plagues, pestilences and pandemics. This Blood protected the believer and their family from the terrorising
airborne variant which inflicted death on millions in one night – this was known as the angel of death. Exodus
12:23 “...and when He sees the blood on the lintel and on the two doorposts, the Lord will pass over the door and
not allow the destroyer to come into your houses to strike you.”

This same God, who protected those in Goshen from plagues and pestilences, can protect you and your family the same
again today.
There is no need to live in fear or be angry at present-day events. When you apply the PS-91 policy you can now live and
walk freely amongst the “deadly pestilence that walks by darkness and the deadly destruction that lays waste at noon”
(Psalm 91:6.)
Take a look for yourself at the full PS-91 Policy:

Psalm 91
1

He who dwells in the secret place of the Most High
Shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.
2
I will say of the LORD, “He is my refuge and my fortress;
My God, in Him I will trust.”
3

Surely He shall deliver you from the snare of the fowler
And from the perilous pestilence.
4
He shall cover you with His feathers,
And under His wings you shall take refuge;
His truth shall be your shield and buckler.
5
You shall not be afraid of the terror by night,
Nor of the arrow that flies by day,
6
Nor of the pestilence that walks in darkness,
Nor of the destruction that lays waste at noonday.

7

A thousand may fall at your side,
And ten thousand at your right hand;
But it shall not come near you.
8
Only with your eyes shall you look,
And see the reward of the wicked.
9

Because you have made the LORD, who is my refuge,
Even the Most High, your dwelling place,
10
No evil shall befall you,
Nor shall any plague come near your dwelling;
11
For He shall give His angels charge over you,
To keep you in all your ways.
12
In their hands they shall bear you up,
Lest you dash your foot against a stone.
13
You shall tread upon the lion and the cobra,
The young lion and the serpent you shall trample underfoot.
14

“Because he has set his love upon Me, therefore I will deliver him;
I will set him on high, because he has known My name.
15
He shall call upon Me, and I will answer him;
I will be with him in trouble;
I will deliver him and honor him.
16
With long life I will satisfy him,
And show him My salvation.”

